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Part one: Vocabulary:A. Look at the pictures and complete the following sentences.(1pt.)  

                                                         
1. Parking is ………… here. 

2. …………….is good exercise. 

3. The little boy was sleeping on the ……….... . It was soft and warm. 

4. Asia is the largest ………….. of the world. 

B. Match the words, with their dictionary definitions, there is one extra word.(1 pt.) 

                     A               B 
5. traditional or usual things that people do in an area (   )                          a. calm 

6. to value somebody or something (   )                                                       b. make up 

7. without worry (   )                                                                                     c. custom 

8. to form a thing, amount or number (   )                                                    d. recently 

                                                                                                                      e. appreciate 

C. Fill in the blanks with the words given. One extra word. (1 pt.) 
             ( century – products – prevented – habits – native ) 
9. You should give up bad ………………….. like smoking to become healthy. 

10. We are living in the twenty –first (21st )……………. 

11. Spanish is Diego’s ……………language. 

12. My bad headache …………………. me from going to school. 

D. One odd out. (0.5 pt.) 
13. a. right           b. true            c. wrong            d. correct 

14. a. percent       b. number      c. measure         d. society 

E. Check the best choice. (0.5 pt.) 
15. The physics teacher was not ………………… with my work. 

a. unique                                b. satisfied                             c. skillful                      d. moral 

16. They were …………….. to climb Mount Everest last month. 

a. earning                                b. appreciating                     c. including                    d. attempting 

Part two: Grammar A.  Choose the correct option. (1 pt.) 
17. I ……………………. my English homework yet. 

a. have not done                b. has done                          c. has not done                      d. have done 

18. There are around seven . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in the world. 

a. thousands language      b. thousands languages        c. thousand languages           d. thousand language 

19. “How . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in the bookshelf?”                “ Just one.” 

a. much book are there      b. many books there are     c. many books are there        d. many books is there 

20 .If our teacher ……………….. English most of the time, our listening comprehension will improve. 

a. spoke                              b. speak                         c. has spoken                    d. speaks                                                                  

B. Answer the questions using pictures. (2 pts.) 

21. How much tea has Brian drunk since morning?                        
      …………………………………………………………… . 
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22. What will you do if it is rainy?  

    .................................................................................                            (take a taxi) 

 

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words given.(1 pt.) 
23. They got very …………………….. of watching that boring film. ( tire ) 

24. My father bought four ………………of bread for breakfast.(loaf) 

25. If Mina …………………….(hurry / not ), she ……………(miss) the bus. 

26. Hasn't she …………………. her brother for more than two years? ( see ) 

Part three:Writing A. Unscramble the following words to make proper sentences.(2 pts.) 
27. hasn't / Saman / a / yet / found / job. 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

28. in / dangerous / swimming / of the river / this part / is 

………………………………………………………………………… 

B. Complete the sentences with the appropriate forms of verbs in the parentheses. (2 pts.) 
29. Has she finished …………… her homework? (do) 

30. It is easy ……………. this machine. (use) 

31. I think ………. English for a long time has made him tired. (practice) 

32. I told children …………. so much noise. (not make) 

C.  Read the sentence and complete the table. (1 pt.) 
33. The man is eating lunch quickly. 

Subject             Verb object Additional information 

…………. ………………….. …………. …………… 
 

D. Choose the best option.(1 pt. ) 

34. Let's go ……………….. . We have nothing to eat at home. 

a. shopping                 b. shop                         c. shopped                  d. will shop 

35. Why were you running fast? "I was running fast ………………. the bus." 

a. catch                     b. catching                    c. to catch              d. caught 

E. Make new words by adding appropriate suffix or prefix.(1 pt.) 
                                  (dis – im – mid – ness – in – ous) 

 

36. fame …………          37. night …………..     38. possible……………. 39. happy………………. 

F. Complete the following conditional sentence on your own.(1 pt.) 

 
 40. If I learn English well, ……………………………………. 

 

Part four: Reading: A. Cloze Passage: choose the correct words. (2pts.) 
Eating junk food makes people .........41..........weight, and increases the …42…..…of heart attack. Eating 

balanced servings of bread, fruits, protein, and other healthy food is …43…. for everyone. Also, an effective 

way to enjoy a better lifestyle is having healthy ……44……with others. 

41. a. make                        b. gain                          c. lose                        d. put 

42. a. risk                           b. title                          c. plan                       d. belief 

43. a. dangerous                 b. useless                    c. impossible             d. necessary 

44. a. increased                  b. technology              c. relationship            d. praying  
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B. Read the following passages and answer the questions. 
Passage one (2 pts.) 

Iranian art is quite famous all around the world. There are very excellent collections of Persian art in many 

important museums of the world. If we want to name countries with richest art and cultural diversity, Iran is 

among them. Persian art is famous in the world for reflecting moral and social values of Iranian people and 

the natural beauty of this vast country. Iranian craftsmen and craftswomen are famous for producing very 

unique artworks from wood, metal and other simple materials around them. Many people of the world 

appreciate the art and skill of a young Iranian girl who weaves a beautiful silk carpet in a small village of 

Azerbaijan or Kurdistan. When tourists buy Persian rugs or carpets, they take a part of Iranian art and culture 

to their homelands. 

45. Iranian art …………..are available in museums all around the world. 

a. collections                       b. cultures                                c. craftsmen                       d. rugs 

46. The word “reflect” in line 3 is the synonym of …………… 

a. appreciate                        b. take                                      c. show                             d. weave 

47. The word “homeland” in the last line is a place where ………… 

a. you were born                 b. your mother was born          c. you are studying          d. you work 

48. What's the synonym of the word “vast" in line 4? …………………………………………………  . 

Passage two  (4 pts. ) 

Languages vary greatly from region to region. They are so different that a person may not understand the 

language of someone from another region, country or continent. It is not surprising to hear that today 

about 7000 languages exist in the world. There are more than 2000 languages in Africa, 1000 in the 

Americas more than 2250 in Asia, about 230 in Europe, and more than 1300 in Oceania. 

Native speakers of these languages range in number from very large, with hundreds of millions of speakers, 

to very small, with fewer than 10 speakers. The most popular language in the world is Chinese. More than 

one billion people in the world speak Chinese. Interestingly, English has fewer native speakers than Chinese, 

but there are about one billion learners of English all around the world. They learn English as an 

international language. 

All languages are really valuable, despite their differences. Every language is an amazing means of 

communication that meets the needs of its own speakers. It is impossible to imagine the world without 

language. Therefore, we should respect all languages, no matter how different they are and how many 

speakers they have. 

True or False 

49.English has around one billion native speakers.                 a. True             b. False 

50.Languages with very few speakers don’t meet the needs of their speakers.       a. True      b. False 

Scan the passage and answer the following questions. 

51. How many languages exist in the world? ……………… 

52. Which continent has about 230 languages? ………………….. 

53. What is the most popular language? …………………… 

54. How many languages are there in Africa? ………………… 

What do these words refer to? 

55. they (paragraph 2, line 4) ……………….. 

56. their (paragraph 3, line 1) ………………. 

 

 Wish You Success 
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